Internship for Journalism Students in Nepal

Internship Nepal is an internship placement organization based in Kathmandu, Nepal that offers students the opportunities of internship placements in different organizations in Kathmandu.

Some services of Internship of Nepal on offer are:
- We provide accommodation and meals in our own home at the most affordable cost.
- We arrange the best possible internship placement with organizations as per the students’ subject of interest.
- Individual guidance, constant supervision throughout the program and effective evaluation at the end.

Reasons for doing internship in Nepal
Nepal is a developing country, and in a developing country like ours there are hindrances and limitations to many privileges. But the majestic beauty of the greenery and landscapes, kind hospitality of Nepalese people and the astonishing local lifestyle will make your stay in Nepal worthwhile.

A country in the lap of Himalayas, Nepal has always thrilled visitors with its aesthetic aura, landscapes and contrasting yet unique cultural preface. Fresh and unexplored destinations with teeming wildlife await further explorations.

Colorful exuberance all around the country, all around the year is what makes Nepal an authentic destination for photography. Nepalese media demand skilled and capable journalists, ready to perform given tasks at once. With the world’s growing attention to the political reinstatements of Nepal, the country has seen but a numerous transitions from insurgency to peace. The ancient prehistory and the socio-economic backdrop are major sources of curiosity for the world. The cultural precinct and boundaries here are limitless and so are the distinct festivals and customs. In this diverse atmosphere, students will get to ramble and learn much of the eastern culture and the third world standards.

Students shall be engaged in:
- Research and brainstorming
- Proposal writing, preparing thesis and critical analysis
- Interviewing renowned personalities for report preparation
- Field visits and study
- Hikes, treks and landscape tours for photography
- Visiting cultural activities and festivals
- Taking pictures of rallies, sit-in programs and demonstrations
1. Journalism: Students will either be placed in prestigious media outlets, NGOs, INGOS, and several institutions for placements or working freelance under the supervision of our journalism internship mentor/supervisor, researcher and informational expert. Working days and hours are specified by the organization itself. Students shall be working for the organizational benefit while also preparing reports and thesis of their internship. They will also be facilitated with library visits, data supply and information resourcing for an active research staging.

2. Photojournalism: In the photojournalism internship, students will be provided basic training for photography (for beginners) and specific tasks will be assigned by our vastly experienced researcher and photojournalist.

They will also be encouraged in preparing photo stories and photo projects of local topics. The program schedule will be formulated by the program coordinator and provided to students. Also, the pictures taken by the students can be supplied to various daily newspapers and magazines for publication. At the end of this program, the students will surely have learned what it takes to be a skilled professional in their respective fields.

Contact:
Email: info@internshipnepal.com
Website: www.internshipnepal.com